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Stringham: The Church and Translation

the church and translation
joseph G stringham
for it shall come to pass in that day that every man shall hear the
falness of the gospel in his own tongue and in his own language
fulness
through those who are ordained unto this power
d&c 9011
dac

this

verse is usually considered a missionary scripture but it has
an additional meaning for those of us who work in the translation
division1
divisions1 of the church we feel that we are as important in fulfilldivision
ing this scripture as are those who carry the books we translate
though we are not ordained to our callings we are charged to
translate the scriptures and manuals of the church for its members
throughout the world it sobers us to see the influence of translations
on those who read them and to realize the difficulty of touching peoples lives without them the translation of scriptures and other
materials plays an increasingly important role in an expanding

church
WHERE WE HAVE BEEN

the

history of translation in the church began more than two
years before the church was organized joseph smith received the
gold plates from moroni in september 1827 and as early as december
of that year had begun to translate some of the characters that were
on them 2
mim which
joseph was a seer he had the urim
thummim
arim and Thum
among other things was an aid to translation a dramatic and
valuable aid for a short while translation seemed to be a function of
only the prophets calling this proved untrue A prophet is the first
to receive revelation for the whole church but the fact that receiving
joseph G stringham is the manager of evaluation training and adaptation of the translation division of
of jesus christ of latter day saints
the church ofjesus
lation is presently organized as a division of the materials management department under the
translation
Tran
presiding bishopric

see joseph smith
2seejoseph

history 262
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some revelation involves translation is really only incidental to a

prophets duties

the work of translation soon fell to others the first translation

of the book of mormon from english was made in 1851 into danish
peter 0 hansen a dane began translating the book of mormon
while living in nauvoo in 1849 he was called on a mission to denmark where he finished his translation two years later and had it
printed 3 the german french welsh and italian translations were
published in 1852 the hawaiian in 1855
methods and places of translation did not change much for over a
hundred years translation remained a mission level responsibility
local mission leaders would call a native member to translate the
book of mormon often in the midst of the project the translator was
asked to translate tracts and bits of other scriptures to meet immediate needs the translator would be given a copy of the english
scripture and the admonition always work with the spirit this was
sound advice but it was also an apology for the fact that there was
nothing more to give translators in the way of support they were
mostly on their own
the first full time translator for the church was eduardo
balderas in 1959
1939 antoine R ivins wrote a letter to brother balderas
in el paso texas asking him to come to salt lake city to translate
church materials into spanish saying that the matter of translations had been discussed by the missionary committee and that they
felt that the time had come to do translating work for the spanish
speaking missions instead of each mission doing their own translating
and taking up in most instances the time of their best
missionaries

4

at the

end of the second world war other translators came to
salt lake city to translate into the various european languages
these translators functioned as a part of the missionary department
from 1946 to 1960 when alvin R dyer was called to preside over
the european mission of the church in 1960 he took the responsibility for this translation back to europe with him and set up an office
there the translators in salt lake city were disbanded except for a
small group that continued in spanish
substantial organizational changes started in 1965 when the
translation services department was organized with its headquarters
in salt lake city and offices in the language areas the responsibility
orson brinke west den dumple missions Hir
30rson
torie a history of the danish mission salt lake city
historic
hirtorie
church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints 1965 p 30
orai
oral history program eduardo balderas LDS church historical department p 38

the
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for translation previously held by the separate missions now came
under one coordinating head under this central organization the
number of published translations increased sharply the department
published a monthly magazine in sixteen languages giving uniform
timely high quality messages to the saints in over thirty seven countries A system of scheduling and tracking translations was also
started this system soon became so efficient that the translations of
church programs abroad once phased one or two years behind the
english are now published simultaneously with them
the last decade has seen more changes in the way translations are
done than were seen in the previous one hundred years the next
decade promises to bring even greater changes though we have
solved many seemingly overwhelming problems many yet remain as
our challenges for the 1980s

translation

A

stewardship

FOR MEANING

one of the biggest challenges the translation division continually faces is teaching

church members what translation

is

the concept

people have of translation is influenced by several popular notions
about language many members of the church view language as a
necessary and temporary evil something to be endured until perfect
communication takes place entirely through pure spirit or in a single
pure language this notion surfaces in the trite observation that if
each translator were given a arim
urim and thummim the word would go
forth in purity free from the taint of individual interpretation A
second and probably more prevalent notion is that the term word
is synonymous with faithful in reference to exactness in
v5
for word va
translation a a word for word translation being the only good
translation
the only people who do not seem to be at all certain about what
a perfect translation is are those doing translations the situation is
similar to the different ways poor people and rich people view money
the poor have a definite advantage because they are certain money
would solve all of their problems the rich however know better it
is the same with translation
the translation division has no
comforting delusion that there is such a thing as a perfect translation
all translations create error and distortion all translations are interpretations
pretat ions what the translator thinks the author said miguel de
cervantes was right when he commented over four hundred years
ago translating from one language to another is like looking at the
back side of a flemish tapestry where although the figures are
I1
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distinguishable there are still so many ends and threads that the
beauty and exactness of the work is obscured
although a stewardship from god language is a tool of some
precision and works best in the hands of great writers who have made
the effort to master it however error is inseparably tied to translation because of the medium human language which is imperfect
in all its uses once we accept the limitations of language we can see
how important the role of the spirit is in helping us understand the
written word of god
on the other extreme there is a great temptation to think that if
we translate the words the spirit will provide all the meaning this
also is not so there is more to the stewardship of language than just
words in addition to the words and the spirit the meaning is conveyed by such things as intonation rhetorical figures syntax imagery rhythm discourse patterns logic and pauses all these are
part of mans language we doubt that god will provide all the
meaning of a translation through the spirit that man should have
provided through his skilled use of language the spirit will compensate for the limitations of human language but not usually for
the translators neglect the holy ghost is not a substitute for effort
saint augustine said it thus
without god we cannot without
us god will not 6 this concept applies to translation as much as to
any other work in the church
to say that word for word translation is synonymous with
faithful or good translation shows another weakness a small
part of every text consists of idioms phrases where the meaning of the
whole is greater than the sum of the individual words in english if
you skate on thin ice you might end up in hot water but the
whole thing may actually take place at room temperature in such
cases a faithful translation follows the meaning and not the words
so too there are discourse idioms situations where sentences and
phrases group together to take on new meaning beyond that which
they convey individually president kimball concluded a filmstrip
with this strong reiteration
home life home teaching parental
guidance father in leadership thats the panacea for all of the
ailments a cure for all of the diseases a remedy for all of the problems 7 in some cultures people would react to a literal translation
of this by saying good film too bad though that the prophet
5

11 chap 62
miguel
niguel de cervantes don quixote de la mancha part II
quoted by the reverend leslie D weatherhead in readers digest march 1962 p 94
zev tre
tad home filmstrip wof133a
the
and
of latter
like family andthe
libe
zef
ofjesus christ oflatter
vvcf133a salt lake city the church ofjesus
day saints 1975
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fumbled around trying to find the right words at the end repetitions and other such word groupings acquire extra meaning through
conventions that change from language to language translating
sentences in the same order as they are found in the source language
does not always produce the response in a translation audience that
the author intended A translator cannot always be faithful to the
form that is to the words phrases and sentences and at the same
time be faithful to the author and the audience
though it is a paradox of translation that a translator must often
distort words and order to preserve meaning we should not think
that preserving meaning is completely possible either we can define
meaning as information interpreted by a human mind ideally the
translator should concern himself not with what he thinks the information means but with giving the reader straight information but
information cannot be separated from personal meaning words do
not only contain information they contain meaning human
language does not exist apart from human minds the antiseptic
definitions in a dictionary are only an incomplete skeleton of usage
and are subject to human fleshing out oliver wendell holmes said
A word is not a crystal transparent and unchanged it is the skin of a
living thought and may vary greatly in color and content according to

the circumstances and the time in which it
IN THE

is

used

8

translators SHOES

now hopefully the reader feels less secure about what translation is than he did before he started this article translation is not
neat it is not entirely an art neither is it exactly a science it is an
ordered set of well defined principles with a lot of exceptions applicability varies for all these principles except one effort good
translation is always the result of effort it is produced by people who
have developed their language skills into a precision tool and the
only security there is against unnecessary distortion is to use such
skilled people as translators
A translator is not just a typist or a clerk who performs
mechanical operations on a typewriter with a strange keyboard the
translator must be moved by the same spirit as the author and must
be at least equally gifted in the use of his own language as the author
was in his he is also a writer the translator continually makes value
judgments weighing the interests of the author the interests of the
iines
lines cited in readers digest august 1969 p
oliver wendell Ho
hoimes
holmes

21
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audience and the interests of the group or person requesting the
translation suppose an author wrote the following paragraph on the
early christian church though not a real quote this paragraph
points up several problems that do surface in real materials
how converted were the gentiles

they gave up wealth associano one has ever tabulated how

tions reputations and even their lives
many corpses in the catacombs
cata combs had asses in their mouths but the
number of those martyred
marty red was very great indeed

put yourself in the shoes of the translator study that text until
you are reasonably sure you understand the meaning that is harder
than it looks maybe you should concentrate on information instead

the separate

words seem clear in themselves so you decide to do a
faithful translation to go word for word and leave the meaning
up to the reader the result might be that the chinese members will
read about corpses with donkeys in their mouths so too the
Brazi lians the chinese and portuguese translators
tongans and the brazilians
may further interpret the ambiguous english to mean one donkey per
corpse the tongan translator with the text already straining his sense
of the ridiculous may interpret it to mean that there are several
donkeys in the mouth of each corpse things deteriorate quickly
let us go back and start over
before a translator can translate this or any sentence paragraph
or work he has to know what it means when a translator cannot
understand the meaning of a text those reading his translation will
not be able to understand it either if he translates literally word
for word when he does not know the meaning he only perpetuates
and amplifies his ignorance
now what does the text mean the word asses is the plural of
as a small roman coin it was the custom among those who believed
in the greco roman gods to place a small coin under the tongue of a
dead person because on his journey to hades the deceased would
have to cross the river styx and would therefore have to pay the toll
that the ferryman charon charged everyone to cross hence the
coin being buried with a coin in ones mouth was a pagan custom
incongruous in the catacombs
cata combs a place of christian burial such a
combination of facts might indicate that the families of some converts
had second thoughts about what awaited them on the other side
the author then contrasts this attitude with that of a martyr
so now that we know the meaning how do we translate it we
must first determine as best we can what kind of an audience the
author was writing to here he seems to be talking to an exclusive
74
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audience within a larger audience it is not unusual for an author to
scatter caviar to a select few within a larger audience he may be
addressing and make the others reach we could translate it as is and
make the translation audience reach too or we could insert a footnote with the full explanation and thus broadcast the meaning to
everybody would we serve the authors intentions with such a footnote no we would not but what about the audience if the
author wants only the elite one percent in samoa to know what he
means have we done well by translating the passage as is into
samoan where we can safely say that absolutely no one will understand what he means again no we would be serving neither the
authors nor the audiences interests
so far we have talked about putting all or none of the omitted
meaning in there are many other solutions we could replace the
detail with the intended thrust
no

one ever tabulated how many early christian converts secretly had
doubts about their new religion but

we could

also insert words or phrases that are more general so

more people would understand
no

one ever tabulated how many christians buried in the catacombs
cata combs
had coins in their mouths but

or

no

one ever tabulated how many early christians were buried in pagan
fashion with coins in their mouths their families having had doubts
about their new religion but

or

no one ever tabulated how many early christians were buried in pagan fashion with
coins in their mouths their families having had doubts about their new religion

but

As all these are possible solutions the translator needs to judge how
far his audience can reach with work he can approximate the

apparent intent of teasing his audience
there is another possible version

author

s

there

is no way to tell how many early christians disavowed their
religion under persecution but we have a good measurement of how
many were martyred
martyred and that number is very great indeed

isnt it

beautiful it is clearer than the original it is a more precise
thought there is one problem however it is a different thought
not a translation of the same thought the author in no way links
75
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persecution to the first half of the contrast he suggests no matter
how good this version is a translator does not need to distort the text
this far to make the idea understandable if he does then his lack of
exactness neutralizes his usefulness as a translator he has lost his
respect for the author and is rewriting him something that should
not be done without permission A good translation says with the
least possible distortion what the author said so the audience will
understand it this example of the corpse in the catacombs
cata combs is
certainly not typical of all the materials we translate but it does
illustrate several problems at once
what then is the best solution to the problems in the example
there isnt one best solution there are many more variables
involved than we have considered varied cultures the originators
expectations the immediate context the translator will need to
weigh all these things to arrive at his final judgment
part of the translators job is to stay abreast of current usages in
both his languages he must be familiar with dozens of different
hargons
jargons such as law computers public relations genealogy art
printing building construction finance and social work demands
are made on him to translate specialized words that native speakers of
any language would be hard put to decipher for example
some wood polishes may affect oystering especially where surfaces are
thirsty 9

jagged metal can get in an open zerk fitting creating unnecessary wear
on the motor 10
layering the information in a release lets the press have parts they can
blurb or use for captioning

the christiansen

collection is a valuable addition to mormoniana
Mormo niana

12

set security net prior to de planing of principal select routes with least
foot traffic and post progress with walkie talkie

13

A translator distinguishes himself by his versatility and his
experience and becoming an expert translator may take ten or more
clearly a good translator is a valuable investment for the
years
church and is harder to replace than many other employees but
Manu
manual
manhal
arnor
draft copy of manh
for meetinghouse maintenance salt lake city the church of jesus christ of
adfor
manualfor
alfor
latter day saints 1974
ibid
LDS church public communications department
correspondence of
oflds
oflas
12 12correspondence
rehee
rehef society
correspondence of relief
13 13correspondence
correspondence of LDS church security department
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many translators move on to better paying positions inside and outside church employment we have a real need to replace experienced translators and therefore to accelerate novice translators to
greater proficiency sooner
we feel that training is an important key much of what is instinctive in a seasoned translator can be isolated classified and
taught to others reducing the number of years it takes them to
become highly proficient job applicants and all translators take a
rigorous test to determine their strong and weak points with
language supervisors recommend specific training for individuals
and evaluate their work regularly through a standard worldwide
rating system translators receive training in such basic skills as using
library facilities formatting letters and building vocabulary as well
as in such advanced skills as translating similes and metaphors advanced training starts out with very basic examples and builds up to
such brainbusters as
a saucy little dirt road skipping

off into the hills in search of adventure

mrs W N hargraves
foreclosia
closia clambering all over the mortgage frank sullivan
fragrant fore

perhaps the most important thing to teach a translator is a belief
that nothing is untranslatable that most of what frustrates him will
yield to time experience knowledge and effort languages do not
differ so much in what they can say as in how they can say the same
things
THE

complexity

OF THE SYSTEM

many people are not aware of the scope of church translation
currently we translate the full church program into eighteen
languages in each language there are normally 14000 to 18000
pages assigned each year for translation
in another fifty nine
languages we translate selected materials up to 1000 pages a year in
each one in addition to scheduled materials there are about 19000
pages of correspondence translated each year altogether the church
translation division translates well over a third of a million pages
each year at any one time there may be over 3500 different projects in process employing 260 full- and part time translators it takes
eight full time employees in a separate division just to process and
track these projects through production
each translation goes
through eighteen production stages ten of which are within the
translation phase of production the system is complicated
77
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to see how this all works

let us follow a project through the process the assignment goes first to an adaptor adaptors are trained
to detect possible translation problems before they reach the
translator originators often send us manuals to translate without
having considered their full impact upon other cultures when a
manual for meetinghouse custodians is to be translated into tahitian
the adaptor deletes the section on how to remove snow from the
church parking lot with approval of the originators the adaptor
may rewrite a text on home storage for the chinese as such storage is
considered hoarding by the taiwan government and is illegal the
adaptor must be able to sense that a powerful statement like stay
home with your family one night a week can have an opposite effect
in samoa from what was intended because in samoa all seven nights
are spent with the family some readers might actually start looking
for outside activities to do six nights a week the adaptor would
change the sense slightly to stay home and have a family activity at
least one night a week
the adaptor is also looking for variations in church procedures
and programs in a manual routinely assigned for translation into all
languages where there are stakes a chapter explaining how to manage
a stake welfare farm may need to be deleted for an area where such
projects do not exist the adaptor usually works closely with the
originators to solve such problems
the adaptor also looks for passages that may be linguistically difficult for translators this quote from a speech by elder bruce R
mcconkie is typical
the greatest blessings attending church service flow to the individual and his family 14 even seasoned
translators may mistake this to mean attending church services will
bring blessings to an individual and to his family which is not what
elder mcconkie meant the adaptor frequently writes marginal
notes explaining such subtleties to the translators
an adaptor does all the research documentation on a text so that
sixteen individual translators will not have to duplicate that effort
the result is greater speed and accuracy in all the translations after
it has been adapted the text is photocopied mailed to the language
areas and assigned to translators
we have already considered some of the value judgments a
translator must make but he has many other things to worry about as
well keeping things consistent is one worry for each language
mcconkie
ensign june 1975 p 67
esignjune
ebruce R
4bruce
bruce

only an elder

address to regional representatives given

3

october 1974
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there is a word list containing all the current terminology of the
church there are thousands of terms which have a set translation
and the translator must be familiar with all of them new terms must
also always be spotted defined and added to the list so all translators
will use them consistently
we are a church of quote users A typical manual may contain
150 quotations from thirty different sources making up sixteen percent of the whole text many quotes are repeated from year to year in
various manuals every quote used in any church item translated
and published in the last ten years has been entered in a master index suppose we encounter a quote from a talk by wilford woodruff
given 19 october 1896 at the weber stake conference by looking
in the index the translator can find whether the whole quote has
been previously translated he has a reference to unit chapter and
section and he can go to the translation library find the quote and
copy the standard translation of it for the manual he is translating
we thus ensure that all materials are consistent in their translation
keeping such an index seems expensive and tedious but the alternative would be ten times as expensive we would be re
retranslating
translating
work done in previous years work which amounts to eleven percent of
our yearly volume from this standpoint then the index is extremely economical
time is a problem

translations take time but sometimes we
receive a manual that needed to have been translated by yesterday
because someone forgot to plan for the time it would take to translate
it regardless of our best efforts a translation is just about as good as
the planning of those who request it A translation hot off the forge
cools into something quite different and takes a lot of tempering
the translation department is usually disappointed with the quality
of crash translations and so are the originators such products of
crisis management have been reduced to a minimum in the last few
years
A finished translation is read by two separate reviewers as a check
on its accuracy and its readability it is then retyped and proofread
it his final check and then sends it to
athis
the translation supervisor gives ithis
be typeset that briefly is how the system works our translations
are the product of close teamwork there is no room in the system for
loners prima donnas or people who are afraid to ask questions the
specialization developed in the late 1960s and becoming perfected to-

day has improved the quality of church translations more then any
other single factor further progress in the 1980s will consist of refining the present system
79
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THE FUTURE FOR

SCRIMRES
translated scriptures

scriptures are special requiring precision and consistency beyond
that normally provided for other materials this can be illustrated by
a problem we had a few years ago in some curriculum materials
which we were asked to translate a lesson dealt entirely with the
meaning of the word type as in alma 3319 behold he was spoken
of by moses yea and behold a type was raised up in the wilderness
that whosoever would look upon it might live
the word type in
sx bodes of a person or event
this case means an example or model ax
that
at a later time
the lesson passed briefly over the model aspect
of type and then stressed the of things to come connotation
however that connotation was not there in some of the translations
the model meaning was there in every one but the rest of the
meaning was not the lesson almost failed because the translated
scriptures did not support it
the shortcomings of existing scripture translations are
apparent the quality varies with the gospel scholarship of those who
did the translation overall each translation is about as good as
another but a small percentage of individual passages go one way in
one language and a different way in another generally those scripture translators who knew a little hebrew or greek had an easier time
of it before 1975 because translators did not record their problems
and document their decisions for other translators to learn from
whatever concerted study and reasoning they had employed to render
a particular meaning was lost it was clear from the translations that
those translators with the best resources did the best jobs about the
only resources the translators were provided on occasion were concor
colcor
dances

the

1970s brought great improvement in the lot of the scripture
translators early in the decade we began work on a special concordance of every major word in the four standard works each occurrence of a word was identified according to its meaning or sense and
each word heading had the multiple senses listed below it for example the word run can have a number of different senses you can run
a race run an engine run a risk run a business run a temperature
run an experiment and in an election year run for office to
translate all of these phrases into another language we could not
reasonably expect one word in that language to accommodate all the
senses of the one english word run yet some people still assume
that for consistency in the scriptures every occurrence of a major

english word should be translated everywhere by the same word in
80
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another language this would produce distortion and misunderstanding and would place an unnecessary task upon the spirit to
clear things up
just such a problem is apparent in the way translators have
understood receive incorrectly in doctrine and covenants 7674
where it refers to those relegated to the terrestrial kingdom as being
those who received not a testimony of jesus in the flesh but who
afterwards received it 15 in some versions it was translated who
didnt hear a testimony of jesus in the flesh but who afterwards
heard it
if those who died without hearing the gospel are consigned to the terrestrial kingdom why would we do temple work
celestial ordinances for them
the problem with the meaning of the word is clarified by this
passage from mark 1523
and they gave him to drink wine mingled with myrrh but he received it not receive not in all its occurrences in the four scriptures meant to refuse
the scripture in
question presupposes that whoever received not a testimony of jesus
must have had a chance to hear it in the flesh and for that reason was
relegated to the terrestrial kingdom the infinitive to receive by itself
has two senses to be offered and to accept and therefore needs
to be translated two different ways according to the meaning but
when to receive is followed by not it should be translated only as to
A concordance listing separate senses is a valuable tool in
refuse
correcting real inconsistency and avoiding overdone or artificial consis
sistency
tency

in the last half of the decade we began documenting decisions
that affected the meaning of a translation any time a translator has
a question about a scripture he can fill out a form explaining his
problem and send the form to us at headquarters we maintain a
whole departmental section of the office with the responsibility of
researching and answering scriptural problems so often in conferences
feren ces or official statements present and past prophets have already
clarified the meanings of scriptures we simply gather the information and put it in a form the translators can use in addition we use
people with strong backgrounds in hebrew greek ancient egyptian linguistics church history and bible studies to provide additional information all materials we release to the translators have
been approved by the church correlation department for accuracy
suppose for example a translator has a question on joseph F
smiths vision of the redemption of the dead and writes to us
italics added

81
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the phrase in verse 44

never again to be destroyed nor given to other
people seems to say that the gospel the kingdom of god will at some
future time not be preached to other people we ve checked our bible
translation of daniel 244 and it doesnt help what does it mean

our

researchers have already scanned all of president joseph F
smiths published talks and found seven other occurrences of this and
similar wording from these other contexts the meaning president
smith intended seems clear we write back and say

the

idea that at some time in the future the gospel will be withheld
from other people is not the correct interpretation of this scripture it
means never again to be taken from the earth and have to be
re restored through other individuals

today the translator has a staff of researchers to help him he

has access to indexes dictionaries commentaries consultants and
one more aid that will eventually be more useful than all the
others an exegesis a detailed explanation of the meaning in a text
we anticipate a point at which individual correspondence on every
scripture translation problem will become impractical and with every
new translation we see recurring a core of problems that all
translators have had before and will always have peripheral to these
are many more repeated problems that most but not all translators
have struggled with others that have bothered some translators and
lastly a group of problems unique to each new translation
there was a time when we were dealing mostly with languages
closely related to english those were the easy days the exotic
languages we are working in now have grammars and vocabularies
that require information which is sometimes missing A translator into cakchiquel an indian language of guatemala needs to know
whether the brother of
jared was his younger or older brother in
ofjared
cakchiquel there is no general term for brother only two separate
ones arabic marks all nouns as singular dual or plural and needs to
have distinguished all plurals that refer to just two things samoan
and guarani paraguay have two pronouns for we one that includes
the listener and one that excludes him the translator must determine
this reference for all the occurrences of we in the scriptures aymara
bolivia has a very rich vocabulary of verbs denoting manual actions
to translate the english verb to carry an aymara speaker must
choose from several different specific verbs he can say to carry in
the hand
to carry in the arms
to carry over the shoulder
to
carry on the back
if
to carry in tandem but not just to carry
nephi was carried away in the spirit in aymara that would be
82
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an exegesis

or scripture translation guide would be a compilation of information on all recurring problems and would be published for use by all those translating the scriptures such a guide
would eliminate a great deal of correspondence and duplicated effort
writing for a response on each problem slows a translator and may
discourage him from communicating on all but the most serious
problems of course an exegesis would never be able to solve all the
problems nor even to tell him all the meaning found in the scriptures but it would tell him some important points that he must be
aware of although the creation of an exegesis will not illuminate the
mysteries it will show very clearly what is not a mystery from
research we know that many scriptural passages which are unclear are
not that way because god created the lack of clarity intentionally
rather there are three main reasons for murky passages
poor translations the church of the firstborn
1
first born in hebrews
122
first born as a plural in the original greek referring to the
1223
12253 has firstborn
favored status of the members in the kingjames
king james bible the english
is ambiguous the word
toorn
thorn in english can be either singular or
siro
firo
firs
firsthorn
wordfirstborn
plural
in the doctrine and covenants the church of the
First born is used nine times with firstborn
First born being singular a title of
firstborn
christ the translator may reason that the english d&c text is in
error because someone misinterpreting the english bible capitalized
1223
12253 was translated as plural in
first born also firstborn
firstborn
first born in hebrews 122
his language so he translates it in the dac as a plural improving
on the english most such changes to a text come from the best of intentions
tent ions
2
language change
when joseph smith began his history
owing to the many reports which have been put in circulation by
evil disposed and designing persons
he was referring to rumors
a primary meaning of the word report 150 years ago 16 likewise
1 nephi 1022 seems a little odd to us today
and the holy ghost
giveth authority that 1I should speak these things and deny them
why should speak and deny be his only alternatives
not
and usage perwithholdand
again 150
130 years ago deny was a synonym for withhold
deny them not to you 17
mitted deleting the indirect object
3
loss of meanings originally understood by both the author and
yet a very little while and
his audience in 2 nephi 2728 we read
lebanon shall be turned into a fruitful field and the fruitful field
one published commentary says this
shall be esteemed as a forest

dac

joseph smith history 2 1 noah webster report definition no
the english language new haven conn hezekiah howe 1828
17 17webster
webster an american dictionary deny definitions nos 2 and 3
1616joseph

2

an american dictionary of
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denotes a time when all will be fertile and productive 18 however
lebanon is a culturally loaded word used anciently as a synonym for
forest because of the cedar forests of lebanon if we substitute the
word
morest
forest for lebanon we have the same type of construction as we
wordforest
find in the rough places made smooth and smooth places broken
up or the last shall be first and the first shall be last
such constructions connote change often cataclysmic juxtaposition and contrast a far cry from the pastoral interpretation in the commentary
many such place names in our language are culturally loaded in this
way mecca centrality siberia exile and timbuktu remoteness
how would their meanings go over in translations three thousand
years from now
while directing research into the meaning of scriptures would
probably be more appropriate for others with ecclesiastical authority
we seem to be involved by default but the reason for our involvement with meaning is logical practically no one has to look at a scriptural text in as much critical detail as does a translator we are
involved because we have the need with the current research on
scriptural aids there is a real possibility of reaching a major goal
uniform scripture translations in all languages within the next two
decades
THE NEED FOR ORDERLY EXPANSION

of january 1981 the church is working in seventy seven
languages the book of mormon has been published in forty one
languages of which thirty seven editions are currently available
these thirty seven translated editions have a potential audience of
fifty three percent of the worlds population and when the book of
As

mormon is published in all seventy seven languages we will be able
to reach sixty three percent of the world s population these statistics
seem to be quite admirable our goal to see the fulfillment of the
lord s prophecy that every man will hear the gospel in his own
seems only a few years away but
tongue and in his own language
in reality it is more distant than we realize
what we have done is the easy part we started with english
which serves nine percent of the world s population itself mandarin
another language we have translated into accounts for another twelve
percent but each subsequent language we begin working in takes a
smaller bite out of the percentage than the one before we will
see george reynolds and
sec
andjanne
janne

city deseret news press 1955

1

M sjodahl
sodahl commentary on

the book ofmormon
of mormon

7 vols

salt lake

400
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soon run out of major languages most languages we add now will
serve only a fraction of a percent of the remaining world population
experts estimate the number of world languages at around 5000 19 of
which 2000 are written in some form if we were able to translate into ten times the number of languages we currently do choosing only
those serving the most speakers the 770 languages would still reach
only ninety three percent of the world s population at the rate we
dealt with the first forty one languages it would take us well over a
thousand years to do that
the problem becomes even greater when we look at the money
printing a
costs involved in going beyond the language barrier
translation of the book of mormon costs many thousands of dollars
and ties up many more thousands to print and stock the book of
mormon in five thousand languages at current costs would take over
150 million
because warehousing costs alone would run into
millions of dollars each year we cannot afford to produce materials
that do not have immediate use
but working toward immediate use we then face the problem of
how fast we can produce a translation of the book of mormon when it
is needed it currently takes a minimum of five years to translate and
publish a translation of scripture
all these problems have demanded our attention in the last ten
years in 1979 we began an accelerated program adding up to fifteen
new languages each year if we stay with this program by 1995 we
will be able to translate into 220 languages which will reach eighty
seven percent of the worlds population
in each of these new languages that we consider the church is
just emerging as a social force so we have called these emerging
languages as opposed to the established languages of areas where
the church generally has stakes operating the materials assigned for
translation in the emerging languages have been assigned priorities
and are divided into two main phases in phase 1I we translate the
flip chart the tract containing joseph
missionary discussions and flipchart
smiths testimony the gospel principles manual three organizational guidebooks simplified reports and the book of mormon selecII include developing area children s
tions materials in phase 11
womens and priesthood manuals a selection of tracts recommends
and certificates the full book of mormon the doctrine and
covenants and the pearl of great price after these two phases are
completed ecclesiastical leaders may request the translation of
191n
in

Ethnol ogue wycliffe bible translators inc
ethnologue

1978

the number of languages

is

5103
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hardbound books seminary and institute courses a monthly
magazine and yearly manuals for all the auxiliary and priesthood
functions

the

emerging language program takes advantage of two important facts 1 of the total publication cost of a scripture only one
third is paid out for the translation the other two thirds goes for the
2 of the total time five or more years spent in
cost of printing
publishing a volume of scripture four fifths is used in translation and
only one fifth in printing the translation phase of production consumes little money but lots of time within a few years when the
paces the immediate proselyting needs of the
phase I1 program out
outpaces
missionary department there will be fewer translations printed instead they will be stored on typeset masters ready for printing when
the missionary department requests them in this way we will save
the cost of printing until it is justified and missionaries in a new
language area can have have the book of mormon to use in only a few
months instead of five years
only a third of the book of mormon is published in the selections A full book of mormon is published later when the language
II and there is enough acceptance to warrant it
progresses to phase 11
the translators for emerging languages are mostly part time
II is an
employees only when a language has developed past phase 11
office with full time translators set up these translators exhibit as
much sacrifice and dedication as did the translators of a hundred
years ago they have been moved upon by the holy ghost to give
up in full or in part medical practices teaching careers and
lucrative opportunities to devote four or more years to becoming
translators they are housewives lawyers nurses poets professors
dentists farmers printers students engineers most are members
but many are friends of the church one of our best translators is a
catholic priest some have been converted in the course of doing the
work
LDS scripnon members in the translation of
ofnonmembers
nonmembers
the involvement of
oflds
oflas
tures has been a reality from the outset in 1850 peter 0 hansen
enlisted the aid of his former schoolteacher a miss mathisen to make
a thorough review of his translation of the danish book of mormon 20
if we had waited in every case until we had qualified members our
translations would have been published decades after their current
dates this again points up the acute need for scripture guides to
explain nuances and interpretations peculiar to the LDS church
storie p
danske missions Hi
historic
west
vest den dalske

30
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perhaps nothing could more dramatically convey the momentum
of translation in the 1970s than to list the languages the church has
been involved in translating since 1851
1851
TABLE

1

publication of translated editions of the book of mormon
language
english
english
english
danish
german
french
italian
welsh
hawaiian
swedish
spanish
maori

dutch
samoan

tahitian
turkish
japanese
czech

place

palmyra new york

new york new york

1939

hamburg germany
paris france
london england
merthyr tydfil wales
san francisco california
copenhagen denmark
salt lake city utah
auckland new zealand
amsterdam holland
salt lake city utah
salt lake city utah
new york new york

1852
1852
1852
1852

tokyo japan
tokyojapan

1909
1933

prague czechoslovakia

los angeles california

portuguese

sao paulo brazil

tongan

salt lake city utah
oslo norway
helsinki finland
salt lake city utah
hong kong china
seoul korea
johannesburg so africa
bangkok thailand
djakarta indonesia
salt lake city utah
salt lake city utah
yugoslavia
Ca kovek yugoslovia
cakovek
salt lake city utah
salt lake city utah
salt lake city utah
salt lake city utah
salt lake city utah
salt lake city utah
salt lake city utah

thai
indonesian
aymara bolivia
cakchiquel guatemala
croatian
quechua peru

greek
hungarian
kekchi guatemala
quiche guatemala
bulgarian
navajo

1830
1869

louisville kentucky
copenhagen denmark

armenian
norwegian
finnish
rarotongan pacific
chinese
korean
afrikaans

year

notes

deseret alphabet
out of print
braille edition

1851

1855

1878
1886
1889
1890
1903
1904
1906

1937
1939
1946
1950
1954

retranslated 1963
out of print
out of print

armenian letters
out of print

out of print
retranslation
in progress
out of print

1965
1965

1967
1972
1976
1977
1977
1978
1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1980
1980

selections
selections
selections
selections
selections
selections
selections
selections
selections
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I

continued
publication of translated editions of the book of mormon
TABLE 11I

place

language

quichua ecuador
arabic
czech
vietnamese
fijian

salt
salt
salt
salt
salt

lake
lake
lake
lake
lake

city
city
city
city
city

utah
utah
utah
utah
utah

hindi

year

notes

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

selections
selections
selections
selections

in preparation
in preparation
in preparation

russian
catalan
polish

in
in

icelandic

rumanian
in
hebrew
in

tamil india
in
singala sri lanka
sinhala
in

guarani paraguay
in
maya mexico

in
persian

in
marn guatemala
mam

in
Mars hallese pacific
marshallese

in

cuna panama
in
malagasy

in

niuean
nicean pacific
in
bislama pacific

in

tzotzil mexico
in
efik nigeria
in
kimii kenya
kisii

in

xhosa so africa
in
sotho south so africa
in

shona so africa
in

selections
preparation
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
selections
preparation
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if this list seems impressive remember

the bible

societies
throughout the world have published the full bible in over 600
languages and some portions such as the gospel of mark in an
additional 1000 we are still relative newcomers to the field of scripture translation
THE HUMAN FACTOR

each of the languages we work in has a story without telling at
least one of them our larger story of the whole of church translation
would not be complete no one story is typical but one does stand
out mainly because the language is not yet on our list that
language is pangasinan the translator is maximo 2 parayno sr
brother parayno was a native of pangasinan province on the
island of luzon in the philippines he joined the church in 1968 at
an age when most people are reluctant to change their traditions
shortly after his baptism he fell into a diabetic coma and his family
felt he was going to die instead he miraculously recovered feeling
he was living an extension of his allotted life he determined to do the
most he could with it he began translating the book of mormon into
his own language he was not well schooled and was certainly less
qualified than many other members he seemed to be following the
same pattern as have many hundreds of foreign members whose naive
eagerness quickly fades after a taste of the real and arduous work involved in translation but he was different months turned into years
and still he stayed with it
in 1974 he and his wife were allowed to come to the united
states to live with their daughter in san francisco his daughter not
a member of the church recalls frequently seeing him sitting in front
of his typewriter translating he was racing death when she asked
him why he had started such a difficult task he told her that god had
planted in him the overwhelming desire and weak though he was
god supplied him with the strength to accomplish what he willed
him to do 21
in october of 1976 brother parayno finished his translation his
health then deteriorated rapidly and on 7 january 1977 he died
his whole family felt that somehow his life was prolonged by the one
who gave it prolonged for the purpose of doing the work he was ordained to do 22
aurora
moyrong to the presiding bishopric 22
2aurora
laurora moyront

april

1977 on file with manuscript translations of the

book of mormon pangasinan church archives
2 ibid
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his daughter proofread the whole translation and mailed it to
church headquarters in may of 1977 in a letter to the presiding
bishopric she expressed her joy in completing the work of
her father
other

he never saw his translation published

nor has anyone else it is still
a translation before its time one day Philip
pinos may be reading the
phiiip
philippines
book of mormon in each of their regional languages in one such
translation woven tightly with the fabric of that book will be the
Paraynos sacrifice
thread of brother paraynos
we have not yet reached the point in the translation division
where we are doing all that is humanly possible to make good translations probably we will never reach it since new knowledge and
technology keep making more things possible still we do have one
of the most advanced translation systems in the world in scope in
philosophy in efficiency in technology and in personnel
the past history of church translation clearly shows the inadequacy of uncoordinated individual effort at present machines are
doing wonders for translation in cutting costs saving time and
eliminating wasted effort but human decisions will always be at the
root of quality the future success of our translation efforts ultimately rests in bringing to bear the expertise of many professional people
in support of the translator to extend the degree of consistency clarity
of meaning and doctrinal accuracy far beyond the capabilities of any
one person
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